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"Let the toilers assemble" 

The New Deal and the Modern Liberal 

Right to Strike 

The1935 ~ a t i o n a l  Labor Relations Act represents one of the most signif- 
icant achievements in American political de~elopment. Hailed as the Magna 
Carta of the American labor movement, the NLRA promoted independent 
labor organizations and free collective bargaining in industry by 
and the rights of employees to engage in collective action. 
Among these rights was the right to strike. The right to strike for pure-and- 
simple union objectives replaced the default policy of strikebreaking, and 
the rule of law superseded the law of the jungle in labor disputes. Author& -
ties no longer treated major strikes as insurrections calling for military in- 
tervention, Federal affirmation and protection of this and other rights en- 
couraged the spread of collective bargaining from the skilled trades into 
basic industry, spawned the creation of a new labor federation, and over the 
next decade fostered a fivefold expansion in labor union membership The 
passage of the National Labor Relations Act, and its validation inJones and 
Laughlin vs. NLRB (19371, constitutes the most important development in 
the emergence of the modern liberal right to strike. 

Despite the early success engendered by the NLRA, however, the New 
Deal labor policy failed to establish an unequivocal and robust foundation 
for the right to strike. Unlike their nineteenth-century predecessors, labor 
leaders and their political allies during and since the New Deal era no 
longer conceived of the right to strike as a citizenship right, but as a corn- 
rnercial right-as the liberty to engage in certain concerted activities for 
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commercial purposes. This constituted the right to strike more narrowly as 
instrument of free collective bargaining over wages and working condi- 

tions and abandoned the nineteenth-century view that the free laborer is not 
a factor of production but also a self-governing citizen with rights 

and duties beyond those enumerated in the labor contract. Furthermore, 
constructing the right to strike as a commercial right bound it to a vulner- 
able ~~nsti tutional foundation, based not on any firm constitutional rights 
but on the interstate commerce clause of the Constitution. The New Deal 
labor policy thus accorded only a grudging acceptance of this right. 

Constituting the right to strike as a commercial right was not a foregone 
conclusion, however. Instead, policy makers considered two other possibil- 
ities for constructing a vigorous and decisive right to strike-the civil liber- 
tarian model and the compulsory arbitration model. Initially, the New Deal 
labor policy contained elements of all three approaches to federal strike pol- 
icy. The right to strike as a commercial right prevailed because it best man- 
aged the conflict between the state's interest in fostering economic recovery 
and constitutional, institutional, and social restrictions on state activism. 
Any new strike policy would have involved a reordering of authority rela- 
tionships within the American political system, but the right to strike as a 
commercial right-was the least disruptive. Moreover, constructing the right 
to strike as a commercial right proved to be more compatible with the val- 
ues of, and required fewer alterations in, modern American liberalism than 
did the compulsory arbitration model or the civil libertarian model of the 
right to strike. Modern American liberal support for the right to strike, 
however, remained ambivalent and conditional and without a stalwart 
commitment to the right to strike. 

The Right to Strike as a Civil Liberty 

One of the hallmarks of the modern liberal American state has been the 
increasing protection of civil liberties. With Twining v. New Jersey (1925)  
and Near I? Minnesota (1931), the Supreme Court began the partial incor- 
poration of the Bill of Rights under the Fourteenth Amendment.' During 
the New Deal the Justice Department also developed a more expansive con- 
ception of civil liberties as a positive liberty, calling on the federal govern- 
ment to protect citizens from private forms of oppression, rather than 
merely constraining the government itself. The Supreme Court and others 
have further broadened our civil liberties to encompass a penumbra of 
rights only suggested in the Bill of Rights, including the right to privacy and 
the right to abortion. Civil liberties thus provided one model for establish- 
ing a robust right to strike during the New Deal. Despite advances in pro- 
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tecting the civil liberties of strikers, however, advocates of workers' rights 
never succeeded in constituting the right to strike per se as a civil liberty, be- 
cause doing so would have required a more radical reformulation of the tra- 
ditional concept of civil liberty. 

The troubled history of industrial relations between 1877 and 1932 pro- 
vides a dismal testimony to the affinity between strikebreaking and viola- 
tions of civil liberties. The U.S. Strike Commission's report on the Pullman 
strike, the Commission on Industrial Relation's report on the Ludlow strike 
massacre, the Interchurch World Committee's report on the 1919 steel 
strike, and the writings of Edwin Witte, Felix Frankfurter, and Nathan 
Greene all corroborate the repeated denial of strikers' basic civil liberties. 
Employers routinely resorted to labor espionage, yellow dog contracts, dis- 
criminatory discharge, blacklists, and private armed forces to suppress 
strikes during this era. Governors and presidents declared martial law, per- 
mitting mass arrests, suspension of habeas corpus and civil court proceed- 
ings, and the use of military force to quash strikes. Courts blanketed entire 
communities with labor injunctions, denying strikers' due process rights 
and the freedoms of assembly, expression, and movement; 

Throughout the 192os, a broad array of liberals denounced these judicial 
infringements on strikers' civil liberties. Senator George Wharton Pepper 
declared that "the growing bitterness of organized labor toward the federal 
courts" would have extraordinary conseq~ences.~ Senator William E. Borah 
asserted that "the Supreme Court [has] become. . .the economic dictator 
of the United state^."^ Justice Louis Brandeis, in his dissent in the Bedford 
Stonecutters case, noted that "if, on the undisputed facts of this case, refusal 
to work can be enjoined, Congress created by the Sherman Law and the 
Clayton Act an instrument for imposing restraints upon labor which re- 
minds of involuntary servitude."' Frankfurter and Greene concluded that 
"the injunction includes more than the lawless; . ..it leaves the lawless un-
defined and thus terrorizes innocent conduct; . . . it employs the most pow- 
erful resources of the law on one side of a bitter social struggle."* 

Congress had attempted to immunize strikers from labor injunctions with 
the passage of the 1916 Clayton Act, but Section 20 failed to withstand ju- 
dicial re vie^.^ Consequently, in 1932 Congress enacted the Norris-La 
Guardia Anti-Injunction Act, which eliminated the lower courts' jurisdic- 
tion to hear cases regarding strikes.' Since Congress has, under Article 111 of 
the Constitution, the authority to determine the jurisdiction of lower federal 
courts, the Supreme Court could not rule the Norris-La Guardia Act un- 
constitutional. Henceforth, courts could only issue temporary restraining 
orders, and only after specifying who and what activities were restrained 
and providing strikers with the opportunity to respond to an employer's 
charges. Finally, the act specifically advocated the self-organization of 
workers and collective bargaining, thus linking federal labor relations pol- 
icy with the protection of strikers' civil liberties. 

" 
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k T ~ y  restricting the federal courts' equity powers, the Norris-La Guardia 
t secured the Progressive Era goal of judicial noninterference in strikes, 
"industrial laissez-faire," but the act hardly represented a radically new 

acepion of civil liberties or the right to strike. A modern conception of 
1 liberties involves the constructive use of state authority to protect civil 

ertie~ against private forms of oppression. An affirmative right to strike -

requires more than legal immunity from court injunctions; it also com- 
the state to intervene to protect strikers' civil liberties from the oppres- 

e practices of open shopemployers and local governments. However, as 
@:.:things stood, employers still could discharge strikers, employ industrial 
:&<. 
@:armies and labor spies, blacklist strikers, and demand that employees sign 

yellow dog contracts; state and local officials still could prohibit picketing 
and strike rallies, and could wield excessive force against picketers and 
strike leaders; governors and presidents still could declare martial law and 
deploy National Guardsmen and the regular army against strikers. The 
Norris-La Guardia Act thus did not affirm the right to strike per se as a civil 
liberty. 

The 1935 National Labor Relations Act, by contrast, provided additional 
federal protections of workers' rights, authorizing the federal government 
to defend the rights to organize into independent labor organizations, to en- 
gage in collective bargaining, and to participate in collective action. The act 
"[protects] the exercise by workers of full freedom of association," employ- 
ees' right to bargain through "representatives of their own choosing," and 
specifically affirms the right to strike: 

Employees shall have the right to self-organization, to form, join, or assist 
labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their 
own choosing, and to engage in concerted activities, for the purpose of collec- 
tive bargaining or other mutual aid or protection. (Section 7) 

Nothing in this Act shall be construed so' as to interfere with or impede or 
diminish in any way the right to strike. (Section r3)' 

The NLRA also prohibited specific unfair labor practices such as blacklist- 
ing, employment discrimination against union members, labor espionage, 
company-dominated employee organizations, and the like, and authorized 
the National Labor Relations Board to investigate charges of unfair labor 
practices and to supervise representation elections. Nevertheless, despite the 
NLRA's more constructive approach to  workers' rights, nowhere does it de- 
clare a constitutional right to strike or that the right to strike rests on the 
Bill of Rights, or even (with the exception of the brief reference to freedom 
of association) that strikers' rights of habeas corpus, due process, freedom 
of expression, and so forth, call for special consideration. 

The La Follette Civil Liberties Committee investigations forged a more 
explicit link between the New Deal strike volicv and the civil libertarian 
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tradition of rights. In June 1936, on the requests of NLRB chairman Lloyd 
Garrison and the American Civil Liberties Union, the Senate authorized a 
special subcommittee to investigate "the full extent to which the rights of 
labor to organize . ..[are] being denied and the extent to which civil liber- 
ties are interfered with."9 Conducted between 1936 and 1940, this federal 
investigation into employers' oppressive labor practices was the most thor- 
ough ever into organized industrial violence, even surpassing those con- 
ducted in 1914-15 by the Commission on Industrial Relations. Using its 
contacts with radicals within the Economic Research Division of the Na- 
tional Labor Relations Board, the Civil Liberties Committee exposed em- 
ployers who violently attacked strikers, in defiance of the new federal labor 
relations law. Labor spies, massive stockpiles of private munitions, com- 
pany police, private armed strikebreaking mercenaries, agents provoca- 
teurs, vigilante committees, and employers' associations provided grist for 
the investigation. The exposure of strikebreaking practices by coal opera- 
tors, automobile manufacturers, and steel producers paved the way for his- 
toric collective bargaining agreements between the United Mine Workers 
and the coal operators in Harlan County, Kentucky; the United Automobile 
Workers and General Motors; and the Steel Wokkers Organizhg Commit- 
tee and U.S. Steel. Although the stated purpose of the investigation was to 
eliminate obstacles to the enforcement of the NLRA, its hidden agenda was 
to build the legal and popular case for the NLRA at a time when the consti- 
tutionality of the act was still in question and to promote the cause of the 
fledgling industrial union movement. 

The La Follette Committee investigations revealed how the extensive use 
of organized private force to break strikes not only violated the civil liber- 
ties of employees but also subverted the state's claim to a monopoly of the 
legitimate use of force. According to the committee's reports, private police 
forces comprised "an autocracy within a democracy. . . . It is an offense 
against duly constituted authorityXitizens' committees, organized by em- 
ployers during a strike to mobilize community support, had become "an in- 
visible super-government" in many communities, whose vigilantism circum- 
vented law enforcement agencies. The existence of an estimated foW 
thousand labor spies "set at naught the powers of government itself." 
Armed guards arrogated the police power of the state when they ventured 
off company premises to attack strikers.I0 As former National Recovery Akt 
general counsel Donald Richberg noted, "If force must be the final arbiter 
of any dispute, then the underlying principle of a civilized society compels 
us to establish a public force controlled by public law as the arbiter and to 
~rohibi tthe use of any private law to dictate that decision."" Protecting the 
right to strike as a civil liberty thus appeared to be consistent with the mod- 
ern America state's sovereign interest in protecting its claim to a m o n o p ~ l ~  
of the legitimate use of force. 
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old ~uerbach observes that growing federal government protection of 
rs' rights was also a crucial step toward greater federal protection of 

,berties generally. The committee reports, for example, drew a direct 
ection between strikebreaking and interferences with civil liberties: 
e most spectacular violations of civil liberty . . . proved upon investiga- 
to have their roots in economic conflicts of interest. . .[Alny concerted 
prolonged rejection of the principles of collective bargaining leads to 
nvasion of constitutional liberty."" As a consequence of the investiga- 
,Attorney General Frank Murphy established the civil liberties unit 
binthe Department of Justice, and proposed using this unit to defend the 
RA'S collective action rights. Justice Murphy later authored the majority 

inion in Thornhill v. Alabama (1940), which overturned an Alabama an- 
icketing law as a violation of strikers' rights under the First Amendment. 
bor historian Sidney Fine characterized this as "the high water mark in 
e constitutional rights of labor."" 
The La Follette Civil Liberties Committee investigations exposed civil lib- 

erties violations that accompanied strikebreaking and helped to build sup- 
port for the new national strike policy, but the committee failed to produce 
new legislation protecting the right to strike as a civil liberty. In 1940 Sena- 
tor La Follette introduced a bill to "eliminate oppressive labor practices" 

establish a permanent federal agency to investigate future abuses. 
t:' The bill, however, never came to the floor for a vote. 
: Two political developments undermined political support for legislation 

that might have established the right to strike as a civil liberty. First, a con- 
servative coalition of Republicans and southern Democrats, much less sym- 

' pathetic to workers' rights, emerged in Congress. The 1937 Court-packing 
fight, Roosevelt's failed attempt to purge conservative southern Democrats 
in the 1938 Senate elections, and the Democrats' losses of thirty-one seats in 
the House and six in the Senate solidified this coalition, which successfully 
resisted all future New Deal domestic reforms. The La Follette Committee's 
prolabor hearings provoked a backlash among the nascent conservative 
coalition, whch realized that it could turn the tables and mount its own in- 
vestigations of the NLRB, the labor movement, and even the La Follette 
Civil Liberties Committee investigators. Following its creation in 1939, the 
Special Committee on Un-American Activities, chaired by Representative 
Martin Dies of Texas, ~mmediately launched attacks against the staff of the 
La Follette Committee and the NLRB; charges of Communist influence 
dogged the La Follette Committee investigators for more than a decade.14 

Representative Howard Smith of Virginia, the leader of the conservative 
coalition in the House, followed up the investigations of the Dies Commit- 
tee bx chairing the newly created Special Committee to Investigate the Na- 
tional Labor Relations Board, which assailed the NLRB for its pro-CIO 
stance and its alleged Communist staff member^.'^ The investigation forced 
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out NLRB chairman J. Warren Madden and ushered in the more conserva- 
tive Harry Millis, who initiated "an orderly retreat" from the controversial 
policies of the previous chairman, "so orderly as to escape all but limited at- 
tention."16 On the recommendation of the Smith Committee, Congress 
slashed the budgets of the NLRB's Technical Service Division and the Divi- 
sion of Economic Research, which had supp6ed research assistance to the 
La Follette Committee." The NLRB subsequently shifted away from the 
promotion of industrial unionism and workers' rights, toward more proce- 
dural tasks as a neutral arbiter of industrial relations law. Representative 
Smith also proposed new legislation in 1940 restricting the authority of the 
NLRB and curbing the power of labor unions. Although the Smith Act died 
in the Senate, it became a model for the 1947 Taft-Hartley amendments. 

The second political development involved the outbreak of war in Eu- 
rope. Defense mobilization stimulated the lowest unemployment rate and 
best wage increases in more than ten years, so domestic issues seemed less 
pressing. The administration instead needed Congress and industry to sup- 
port its military plans and diplomacy, which limited progress on divisive 
domestic issues.'* Unpatriotic defense industry strikers disturbed members 
of Congress far more than oppressive labor practices; fears of industrial 
sabotage and foreign infiltration of the labor force led to floor amendments 
to investigate the labor movement, which scuttled the La Follette bill. Fol- 
lowing the massive wartime growth in union membership and the postwar 
strike wave, Congress was more concerned with reining in big labor than 
affirming the civil liberties of strikers. 

Even if the La Follette oppressive labor practices bill had passed, ground- 
ing the right to strike in civil liberties still raised fundamenfal conceptual . 

difficulties. That law-abiding strikers have the same constitutional rights as 
all Americans is undeniable. Wage earners who strike should not lose their 
rights of habeas corpus, due process, association, assembly, expression, pe-
tition, andso forth, and they should expect the state to protect them against {:-
physical coercion, espionage, and other private forms of oppression. The L%:: 
Follette oppressive labor practices bill would have defended the civil liber?'i: 
ties of strikers, but not necessarily the right to strike per se. To argue th "C 
the right to strike per se is a civil liberty requires a reformulation of the 
ditional concept of civil liberty. Modern civil liberties may incorporate 
modern liberal concept of positive liberty, but they still rest on the cl 
liberal principle of individual rights. The right to strike, by contrast, 
right to suspend all work collectively, a group right that may conflict 
individual rights. The right to strike, furthermore, guarantees to war 
the right to return to their jobs after they have engaged in a temporary 
lective work stoppage. This restricts the individual rights of employers, 
may want to resist the strike in order to maintain business operations,' 
obstructs the individual rights of potential replacement workers and fe 
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loyees, who may want to work for the struck employer despite the on- 
g labor dispute. Should the state protect strikers against such nonvio- 
forms of strikebreaking? Should the state prohibit employers from hir- 
replacement workers? Should the state permit picket lines that block . 

tamers and other personnel and force the employer to suspend all busi- 
is operations until they settle the dispute? Should the state force employ- 
s to discharge strikebreakers and rehire strikers when the labor dispute 
as been settled? If not, may employers demand police protection for re- 
lacement workers when they cross the picket line? The right to strike as a 
vil liberty would not only demand that the state defend strikers' civil lib- 
rties, but that it also defend strikes as a civil liberty, which amounts to tak- 

,&&:w::::;ing sides in a rancorous social conflict. 
-A.," .,...,̂;t.:
..*?.-....,-.? \ ..\ . 
LC'?. 
.. ,:, 

r -

The Right to Strike and Compulsory Arbitration 

Compulsory arbitration offered a second model for constructing a robust 
right to strike during the New Deal. Under this model, labor and manage- 
ment submit unresolved disputes to an impartial board, which characteris- 
tically includes representatives of labor, industry, and the public. The board 
investigates the dispute, considers the demands of both sides, and decides 
based upon the substantive merits of the case; the board's decision is bind- 
ing. The state resolves the impasse by determining the wages, hours, work- 
ing conditions, work rules, and other terms of employment. In theory, com- 
pulsory arbitration abridges the right to strike, because strikers must return 
to work as a condition of adjusting the labor dispute.I9 However, compul- 
sory arbitration invol.ves an exchange of one form of power--economic co-
ercion-for another--state coercion-in that the board's decision is also 
binding on the employer. In practice, wage earners initially retain the right 
to strike and only suspend it gfter an unresolved labor dispute goes to arbi- 
tration. 

Labor leaders now regard compulsory arbitration in the private sector as 
anathema to our system of collective bargaining, but it is not alien to Amer- 
ican labor relations policy. Prior to the rise of pure-and-simple unionism, 
early labor leaders supported~compulsory arbitration in the private sector 
as an alternative to the bloody labor wars of the late nineteenth century. 
The National Labor Union first endorsed a federal department of labor 
with the power of compulsory arbitration in 1868." Due to the essential na- 
ture of the railroad industry, reformers likewise sought federal arbitration 
of railway labor disputes in the 1888 Arbitration Act, the 1898 Erdman 
Act, and the 1913 Newlands Act, although the railway arbitration boards 
could not compel employers to submit. The most successful experiment oc- 
curred during World War I, when mainstream labor leaders suspended the 
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right to strike and accepted mediation by the National War Labor Board 
and industry-level labor adjustment boards. Although these boards only ex- . .,. 

ercised moral suasion, President Wilson exercised his wartime powers of 
compulsion when mediation failed. 

During the early New Deal, associationalists within the administration 
promoted compulsory arbitration as part of their strategy of national in- 
dustrial recovery. Associationalists such as Adolf Berle and Gerard Swope 
argued that market competition--once regarded as the motive force behind 
economic growth and spontaneous social order-had a detrimental effect 
on the mature American industrial economy. In a mature industrial econ- 
omy, they argued, cutthroat competition forced businesses to undercut one 
another's prices, to overproduce, and to brce down wages and profits, lead- 
ing to low wages and widespread bankruptcies?' Associationalists conse- 
quently rejected the federal government's antitrust policies as counterpro- 
ductive and, instead, under the 1933 National Industrial Recovery Act 
(NIRA),proposed codes of fair competition to fix prices and output. The 
National Recovery Administration (NRA)established industry-level boards 
to develop and enforce these codes.? Because industry codes of fair compe- 
tition included labor standards, associationalists also supported labor or- 
ganizations and collective bargaining, which they believed would stabilize 
prices as well as wages.= In fact, during the 1910s and 1920s the United 
Mine workers had struggled to extend regional bargaining agreements 
throughout the highly decentralized and competitive coal industry for these 
reasons. Strikebreaking, however, destroyed the basis for this cooperation. 
Associationalists consequently supported' Section 7(a) of the National In- 
dustrial Recovery Act, which asserted the rights of workers to organize. in 
autonomous unions and to bargain collectively-key provisions of the New 
Deal labor policy24-and established industry-level labor adjustment 
boards. 

Compulsbry arbitration by industry-level labor adjustment boards failed 
to dampen industrial conflict, however, and instead sparked an upsurge in 
organizational and protest strikes. Labor'activists like UMW President John 
L. Lewis realized that the current political climate presented the best oppor- 
tunity to  organize since Wor1.d War I." The strike rate doubled the first 
month after passage of the MRA, and redoubled the following month. In 
1~3.3,six times as many workers struck as had in 1930, and the number of 
strikes during the last six months of 1933 exceeded the annual rates for 
every year since 1921.'~ One observer noted that "the country is full of 
spontaneous strikes. Everywhere one goes one sees picket lines."'' John L. 
Lewis harnessed the insurgency in the coal regions, and, a few weeks after 
passage of the NIRA, had organized 80 percent of all miners in Ohio, Ken- 
tucky, and West Virginia?' Sidney Hillman and David Dubinsky revived the 
nearly defunct clothing and garment workers unions with massive recogni- 
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AS-<.:%,tion strikes in New York City. Because they were not organized along craft 

-$.-lines, these unions provided the organizational base and the leadership for ,,. 
)<::. ithe new industrial union movement of the 1930s; Lewis eventually helped 
" to establish the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) and the Steel 

Workers Organizing C~mmi t t ee .~~  Where the AFL during the time of Gom- 
pers had demanded state noninterference in labor union activities, advo- 
cates of the new industrial union movement sought federal protection for 

, wage earners' rights to organize, to bargain collectively, and to strike. 
The NIRA's purpose, however, was not to promote a new union move- 

ment, but to foster economic recovery; the NRA Industry and Labor Advi- 
sory Boards lacked the capacity to handle the hundreds of disputes, and by 
late summer 1933 NRA officials feared that the burgeoning strikes would 
undermine the recovery program. Consequently, in August the NRA advi-
sory boards established a temporary National Labor Board to "further in- 
dustrial peace through the adjudication of dispute^."^" Like the tripartite 
National War Labor Board, the National Labor Board (NLB) relied on in- 
formal, cooperative, and nonlegalistic methods of strike intervention. Al-
though not authorized specifically to support the right to organize and bar- 
gain collectively, the labor board soon promoted those goals as consistent 
with industrial peace. Congress endorsed these functions in 1934 when it 
refashioned the NLB into the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), au- 
thorizing it to intervene in disputes, to promote independent labor unions, 
and to supervise union representation elections. Public Resolution 44 pro- 
claimed: "Nothing in this resolution shall prevent or impede or diminish in 
any way the right of employees to strike or engage in other concerted activ- 
ities." 

Unlike the current NLRB, which may only rule on the procedural fairness 
of the collective bargaining process, these eaAy labor boards initially pro- 
moted the adjudication of labor disputes on the substantive merits of the 
cases. NRA general counsel Donald Richberg, one of the principal advo- 
cates of arbitration, argued that "the proposition that economic justice can- 
not be obtained except by leaving men free to coerce and intimidate one 
another is absurd on its mere statement."ll As the railroad employees' rep- 
resentative before a railroad board of arbitration in 1927, he had asserted 
that "the conclusions reached by any arbitrator must be based, to some ex- 
tent, upon economic theories which consciously or unconsciously shape the 
opinion of the arbitrator regarding economic justice."32 

Despite the associationalists' attempts to establish a more just and coop- 
erative alternative, however, board members soon turned away from arbi- 
tration toward more formal, quasi-judicial procedures to establish a com- 
mon law of collective bargainingu The labor board had the daunting 
assignnient of intervening in the most volatile and immense social conflicts 
of the day. The board, moreover, was an improvised, ad hoc agency with- 
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out firm statutory authority and only a vague mandate to do something 
about the industrial unrest that crippled the industrial recovery. Its powers 
were merely facilitative and depended on the cooperation of employers and 
labor organizations and the support of other federal administrators. 
Throughout 1934 and 1935, it became apparent that the labor board -
lacked the administrative capacities and the political legitimacy to carry out 
the overwhelming responsibility of adjudicating labor disputes throughout 
the American economy. Employers consequently turned to more sympa- 
thetic regional and industry-level labor adjustment boards, where employ- 
ees often had no representation. 

National Recovery Administration officials, who needed the cooperation 
of industry, displayed little support for the labor board when an employer 
challenged a decision. Because the NRA had created the NLB as an after- 
thought, there was no clear chain of command within the NRA. The NLB 
consequently lacked the authority to order h e  NRA's Enforcement Division 
to back up its decisions. he &B could ask the Justice Department to 
charge an employer with violating the NIRA, but Justice Department offi- 
cials had little interest in pursuing cases that might lead to a constitutional 
test of the administration's central legislative program." Administration of- 
ficials thus overruled the NLB whenever large employers disregarded its de- 
cisions, promoting the proximate goal of industrial peace, rather than de- 
fending employee rights under Section 7(a). 

For example, struggles over union recognition ignited many of the bitter- 
est and most disruptive strikes in 1934-3 s. Although the NRA had not au- 
thorized the NLB to do so, the labor board intervened in recognition strikes 
by supervising union representation elections. When Budd Manufacturing, . 
Weirton Steel, and automobile manufacturers resisted, however, NRA ad- ' 

,; ministrators Hugh Johnson and Donald Richberg publicly denounced these 
election procedures because they awarded exclusive jurisdiction to a single ,.: 
union. Administration officials, including the president, favored a system of 
proportional representation that permitted employer representation plans, 
which labor board officials, including NLB chair Senator Robert Wagner, 
believed undermined independent labor organizations. After intervening in 
several major disputes, President Roosevelt established independent labor 
adjustment boards in the automobile, steel, and textile industries, circum' 
venting the NLB's jurisdiction and repudiating its exclusive representatio 
election rule. This discredited the early labor boards and further enco 
aged employers to defy the labor board's decisions."' 

The final blow to compulsory arbitration came in early 193 5 .  In Febru 
a lower federal court ruled in the United States v. Wetrton Steel case that 
federal government had no authority to regulate labor relations in ma 
facturing, which falls outside the flow of interstate c0mmerce.9~ Then 
May the Supreme Court ruled that the entire Title I of the NIRA, inch 
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Section 7(a), violated the Constitution. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. U.S. 
(193 5 )  reaffirmed that economic activities' indirect influence on interstate 
commerce does not warrant federal intrusion. "The authority of the federal 
government," proclaimed the Court, "may not be pushed to such an ex- 
treme as to destroy the distinction, which the commerce clause itself estab- 
lishes, between commerce 'among the several States' and the internal con- 
cerns of a State."" This invalidated the associationalist approach to 
national economic recovery and the compulsory arbitration of labor dis- 
putes; whether wage earners had a protected right to strike under U.S. law 
remained an unanswered question. 

The rejection of compulsory arbitration denoted the renunciation of the 
planning model of state economic regulation that characterized the early 
New Deal. Critics of compulsory arbitration charge that it is rigid and bu- 
reaucratic, that an outsider could never fully appreciate all the complexities 
of the employment relationships within an industry, that the arbitration 

.awards create administrative burdens on the employer, that it is difficult to 
obtain compliance for unpopular decisions, that it undermines the volun- 
tary nature of the employment relationship, and that it weakens incentives 
for employers and employees to settle their differences privately."' These 
criticisms express broader concerns about state regulation and administra- 
tion of an industrial economy, and present common criticisms of state plan- 
ning. Compulsory arbitration also involves the state in broader macroeco- 
nomic policies, such as wage and price controls. Wage contracts typically 
include cost-of-living adjustmkts and often establish industrywide wage 
guidelines, both of which have a direct impact on inflation and unemploy- 
ment. Hence, national economic policy considerations would have to be -
taken into account. The experience of the National War Labor Board dur- 
ing World War II illustrates how national economic policies easily subvert 
compulsory arbitration of labor disputes, and how that can provoke in- 
creasing labor conflict.39 

Finally, because arbitrators have to justify their decisions, state adjust- 
ment of the content of the employment contract necessitates the develop- 
ment of standards of substantive justice. Compulsory arbitration inevitably 
draws the state into questions of fairness as they relate to wage rates, hours, 
working conditions, discharge, promotion, layoffs, and the full gamut of 
employment relations issues. In the absence of clear and widely accepted 
standards of substantive justice, such determinations would be highly sub- 
je~tive.~'Senator Wagner recognized the danger that this creates for the 
modern liberal state: 

The outlawry of the right to strike is a natural concomitant of authoritarian 
governments. It occurs only when a government is willing to assume the defin- . 

itive responsibility for prescribing every element in the industrial relation- 



ship the  length of the day, the size of the wage, the terms and conditions of 

Policy makers who supported the labor movement had to develop an alter- 
native approach to the right to strike. 

The Right to Strike as a Commercial Right 

The rejection of the civil libertarian and compulsory arbitration models 
, 

set the stage for defining the right to strike as a commercial right for the 
purposes of free collective bargaining over wages and working conditions. 
Under the system of free collective bargaining, the labor contract is a pri- 

. 

vate, voluntary agreement between labor and management; the state facili- 
tates the private negotiation process by enforcing procediral rules of fair- 
ness. Unlike compulsory arbitration, the state may not determine the 
content of the labor agreement or even demand that both sides settle. Thus, 
the Senate report on the 193 5 National Labor Relations Act states: 

I 

Disputes about wages, hours of work and other working conditions should 
continue to be resolved by the play of competitive forces, so far as the provi- . 
sions of the codes of fair competition are not controlling. The bill in no respect 
regulates or even provides for supervision of wages or hours, nor does it esta-
blish any form of compulsory arbitration:' 

Senator David I. Walsh expressed this principle during the floor debate: 

When the employees have chosen their organization, when they have selected 

their representative, all the bill proposes to do is to escort them to the door of 

the employer, and say "Here they are, the legal representatives of your employ- 

ees." What happens behind those doors is not inquired into, and the bill does 

not seek to inquire into it:' 


The Supreme Court's majority opinion in NLRB v. Jones and Laughlin :; 

(1937)~ . ?which upheld the law, agreed: "The theory of the Act is that fry,,,:: 

opportunity for negotiation with accredited representatives of employees is :.:: 

likely to promote industrial peace and may bring about the adjustments and..?$ 
<;;;? 


agreements which the Act itself does not attempt to compel."" Former . -,.:.y.r>

president William Green also concurred: "To compel men to arbitrate vlo-j@ 

lates a fundamental principle of a free enterprise economic system bec 

it violates the principle of freedom of contract."45 


Advocates of free collective bargaining argue that it preserves the vol 

tary character of the labor agreement and promotes the institutions of a 
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society. Free collective bargaining settles the terms of employment by pri- 
vate agreement rather than by administrative fiat, and depends on employ- 
ers and employe'es settling their differences privately, with a minimum of 
state intervention. The state merely acts as a neutral referee, administering 
rules of procedural fairness. The terms of the negotiated wage settlements 
are, by definition, fair. Free collective bargaining establishes the workplace 
rule of law and a set of contractual rights, based on the voluntary consent of 
the employer and employee^.^ In this way, the NLRA provides a model for 
the modern liberal American state in its relations with the private sector.47 

To promote free cdllective bargaining, the NLRA established administra- 
tive procedures to curtail industrial conflicts that would otherwise impede 
collective bargaining. During the I Y ~ O S ,the primary obstacles to stable col- 
lective bargaining were employers' refusal to recognize their employees' 
labor organizations and their interference with their employees' rights to 
form independent labor organization^.^' Hence, the NLRA authorized the 
NLRB to supervise representation elections, to guarantee employees' free 
choice, and to provide an alternative to disruptive representational strikes. 
In addition, the NLRA prohibited specific unfair labor practices, including 
king a worker for engaging in concerted activities, coercion, espionage, 
promotion of company unions, and refusal to bargain.49 Finally, the act em- 
powered the NLRB to investigate unfair labor practice complaints and to 
order remedial action to restore employees' statutory rights, such as by or- 
dering the reinstatement of employees dismissed for union activities and or- 
dering a recalcitrant employer to bargain in good faith." 

Both advocates and &tics of the labor movement consider the right to 
strike as an essential element within the system of free collective bargain- 
ing." "Effective collective bargaining is impossible," according to Otto 
Kahn-Freund, "where the workers do not have the freedom to stop work 
collectively, and trade unionism cannot exist and function if effective col- 
lective bargaining is imp~ssible."'~ Senator Robert A. Tah, coauthor of the 
1947 Taft-Hartley Act, declared that "the right to strike is. ..an essential 
element of collective bargaining in a free s~ciety."~' Strikes represent orga- 
nized labor's principal form of leverage in the wage negotiation process; 
employer strikebreaking arose from employers' refusal to bargain with 
labor organizations, which heightened industrial unrest. Thus, Section 7 of 
the NLRA declares: "Employees shall have the right to self-organization, to 
form, to join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through 
representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in concerted activities, 
for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection." 
According to this view, the threat of a strike or a lockout keeps both parties 
at the bargaining table, creates an inducement to reach an agreement, and 
forces both .to face the consequences if they do not. An occasional strike 
provides a necessary test of wills and allows the contestants to ascertain 

~ ,, 
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their relative bargaining strength^.'^ A limited right to strike thus is instru- 
mental for the system of free collective bargaining. 

The NLRA, however, did not affirm free collective bargaining and the 
-right to strike in order to promote industrial justice or industrial democracy 

or workers' citizenship rights. Instead, it affirmed these rights for the state's 
purpose of economic recovery. True, Senator Wagner frequently expressed 
his principled support for industrial democracy in numerous radio ad- 
dresses and magazine articles: "The struggle for a voice in industry through 
the process of collective bargaining is at the heart of the struggle for the 
preservation of political as well as economic democracy in America." "This 
underlying cause [of strikes] is the denial of primary industrial liberties."j5 
But Senator Wagner had to couch the NLRAls purpose in the language of 
economic recovery and interstate commerce. The preamble to the NLRA 
declares: 

The inequality of bargaining power between employees who do not possess full 

freedom of association or actual liberty of contract, and employers who are or- 

ganized in the corporate or other forms of ownership association substantially 

burdens and affects the flow of commerce, and tends to aggravate recurrent 

business depressions, by depressing wage rates and the purchasing power of 

wage earners in industry by preventing the stabilization of competitive wage 

rates and working conditions within and between indu~tries.'~ 


ic 

This approach to economic recovery reflected the thinking of secular :; 
stagnationists such as economist Alvin Hansen, Senate aide Leon Keyser- S 
ling, and Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins, who rejected the association- 41 

alist explanation of the economic crisis of the 1930s. The cause of the 
Great Depression, they argued, was not uncontrolled competition; co 
itive industries such as coal mining, clothing, and textiles no longer d 
nated the American industrial economy. By the 193os, oligopolistic mas 
production industries-the industries most resistant to free collective bar 
gaining-dominated the U.S. economy. According to  secular stagnatio 
ists, in the absence of fiscal policy and collective bargaining, a mature 
dustrial economy has a natural tendency toward underconsumption a 
economic stagnation, as private oligopolistic enterprises tend to over 
duce goods and depress wages." According to this view, individual w 
earners had negotiated labor contracts with massive private corporati0 
whose unmatched bargaining power drove down wages in order to cant 
costs; low wages contributed to economic stagnation because work 
could not afford the goods they prod~ced.'~ Widening economic ineq 
ties during the 192os, when unionization rates had dropped to about 
percent of the workforce, further aggravated underconsumption by 
earners. Spending by the wealthy, furthermore, had limited impact on 
snmer demand: even consniciloi~s consumntion hv the leisure class c 
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not offset mass overproduction and underconsumption. In addition, sound 

investment opportunities had dwindled, leading to increasingly speculative 

investments and contributing to the instability of the industrial economy. 

Secular stagnationists thus promoted the social Keynesian goals of greater 

economic equality combined with state interventions to stabilize produc- : 

tion and in~estment.'~ 


This provided the rationale for protecting wage earners' rights to engage , 
in concerted activities. Wagner and his aide Leon Keyserling (who drafted 

the NLRA) argued that extending collective bargaining rights to industrial 

workers would counteract inequality in bargaining power, thus raising 

wages and increasing mass demand.60 Collective bargaining, in other words, 

would promote the state's interest in economic recovery. By avoiding 

command-and-control policies, maintaining private property relations, and 

refraining from class-based politics, collective bargaining exemplified a 

modern liberal approach to economic and social policy. 


The NLRA also contends that industrial unrest interferes with the free 

flow of interstate commerce, which points to another state interest in regu- 

lating industrial conflict-promoting industrial peace. Widespread em-

ployer resistance to the new labor policies and to organizing drives had con- 

tributed to the massive strike wave throughout 1933 and 1934, and the . 

NRA labor boards had failed to alleviate this industrial unrest. According 

to William H. Leiserson, a student of John R. Commons and a prominent 

figure in the development of the Newpeal labor relations policy, one of the 

principal purposes of the New Deal's expansion of workers' rights was to 

support the peaceful resolution of labor disputes. The Supreme Court, rul- 

ing that sit-down strikes were not protected by the NLRA, verified this pur- 
 -
pose in NLRB v. Fansteel Metallurgical Corp. (1939): 

We repeat that the fundamental policy of the Act is to safeguard the rights of 

self-organization and collective bargaining, and thus by the promotion of in- 

dustrial peace to  remove obstructions to the free flow of commerce as defined 

in the Act. There is not a line in the statute to  warrant the conclusion that it is 

any part of the policies of the Act to encourage employees to resort to force 

and violence in defiance of the law of the land. On the contrary, the purpose of 

the Act is to promote peaceful settlements of disputes by providing legal reme- 

dies for the invasion of the employees' rights.61 


In either case, the legislative rationale for the new strike policy rested on 
.'commercial purposes. Guaranteeing wage earners' rights to organize, bar- 

gain collectively, and to strike, according to the NLRA, would increase their 

bargaining power and diminish industrial unrest associated with employers' 

resistance to independent labor organizations; both objectives served the 

state's interest in economic stabilization and recovery. The NLRA sanctions 

the  riuht tn strike nnlv for these nurooses. and not to Dromote industrial de- 
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mocracy, worker participation, economic justice, or workers' civil rights.62 
Although social Keynesianism supported the progressive goal of greater 
equality, it was the equality of bargaining power rather than the equality of 
citizens that it sought. 

The social Keynesian justifications for a federally protected right to strike 
implicitly repudiated a central tenet of nineteenth-century worker republi- 
canism, reaffirmed as recently as 1914in the Clayton Act, that "the labor of 
a human being is not a commodity." According to this principle, free labor 
is not simply an article of commerce, but a prerequisite for self-rule and 
American citizenship. The Knights of Labor and early labor leaders such as 
William Sylvis had rejected the view that free labor contracts guaranteed 
labor liberty, not because wage earners lacked the bargaining power to ne- 
gotiate a fair wage, but because the wage system itself denied this central 
tenet. By resting the right to strike on social Keynesian grounds, the NLRA 
constructed the right to strike as a commercial right rather than as a civil 
liberty. 

The free collective bargaining model and the right to strike as a commer- 
cial right, however, proved to be more consonant with the values of modern 
American liberalism. Michael Sandel argues that modern American liberal- 
ism remains agnostic toward any substantive ideal of the good life, and con- 
sequently does not consider the collective nature gf our purposes or set 
forth principles of substantive justice. Instead, modern American liberalism 
embraces a voluntarist conception of liberty, which permits individuals to 
pursue their private conceptions of the good life, and establishes a neutral 
state that pursues a procedural conception of j~stice.~' The right to strike as 
a commercial right thus called for fewer revisions in modern American lib- 
eralism than did the compulsory arbitration model or the civil libertarian 
model of the right to strike. 

The National Labor Relations Act and Modifying ~ u t h o k t ~  -Relations 

Even though the right to strike as a commercial right proved to be more 
consonant with the values of modern American liberalism, it still called for 
considerable modifications in federal authority. The recent Schechter deci- .., 

sion, and industry resistance to the early New Deal labor policies in general, 
had demonstrated to Senator Wagner and Leon Keyserling that employers .... 

would challenge the NLRA as an unconstitutional intrusion of federal au- - ' .  

thority. Wagner and Keyserling consequently needed to craft a statue that 
would withstand rigorous examination by a conservative Supreme Court. :;.!! 
Compared to the civil libertarian and the compulsory arbitration model; 4 
constituting the right to strike as a commercial right required the fewest3 
modifications in federal authority, in that the NLRA rests on the narrowest'ig 
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stitutional grounds and delegates the least authority to the labor board. 
however, was a very narrow r~ght to strike. 

gner and Keyserling confronted two potential constitutional objec- 
ens, the first involving procedural due process, and the second, the scope 

federal government jurisdiction. Throughout the late-nineteenth and 
rly-fwentieth centuries, the Supreme Court had overturned state and fed- 
) labor laws as infringements on the liberty of contract implied by the 
e process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Lochner v. New York 
05) invalidated a law limiting the maximum hours of bakery workers; 
ir u. United States (1908)nullified the 1898Erdman Act's ban against 

ellow dog contracts; Coppage v. Kansas (1915)countermanded a similar 
revision in state laws; Adkins v. Children's Hospital (1923)invalidated 

minimum wage laws for women and children in the nation's capitaLa The 
NLRA anticipated a similar constitutional challenge by arguing that no true 
liberty of contract exists between individual employees and their employers. 
The second sentence in the act states that the corporate form of ownership 
created unequal bargaining7power between the employer and the unorga- 

: -nized employees. This permitted employers to drive a hard bargain and to 
,:. keep wages low, which contributed to underconsumption and economic 

B,  stagnation. Federal support for collective bargaining, according to the 
"-.'.. 
: :  NLRA's preamble, would establish "actual liberty of contract." The NLRA,... 
. . 

. thus accepted the wage system and the voluntarist assumptions of pure-and- 
simple unionism. 

The second-constitutional hurdle concerned the federal government's lim- 
ited jurisdiction over labor disputes. Prior to the NLRA, the Constitution 

. . permitted federal intervention in strikes only when they escalated into un- 
controllable civil unrest, interfered with federal laws, or disrupted interstate 
commerce. Maintaining the flow of interstate commerce had warranted fed- 
eral involvement in railway labor disputes, culminating in the, 1926Railway 
Labor Act.Traditionally, however, the Supreme Court had differentiated 
between manufacturing and commerce, and in the Schechter case the Court 
continued to uphold a narrow definition of interstate commerce, distin- 
guishing between those goods that had crossed state boundaries at some 
point but had come to rest outside interstate commerce and those in the 
flow of interstate commerce. The authors of the NLRA consequently con- 
structed employees' rights to organize, to bargain collectively, and to strike 
on the very narrow constitutional foundations of the commerce clause, 
without decisively responding to the argument that employment relations in 
manufacturing only indirectly affect interstate commerce. The first lines of 
the act proclaim: 

The denial by employers of the right of employees to organize and the refusal 
by employers to accept the procedure of collective bargaining lead to strikes 
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and other forms of industrial strife or unrest, which have the intent or the nec- 

essary effect of burdening or obstructing commerce by (a) impairing the effi- 

ciency, safety, or operation of the instrumentalities of commerce; (b) occurring 

in the current of commerce; (c) materially affecting, restraining, or controlling 

the flow of raw materials or manufactured or processed goods from or into the 

channels of commerce, or the prices of such materials or goods in commerce; 


' 

or (d) causing the diminution of employment and wages in such volume as sub- 

stantially to impair or disrupt the market for goods flowing from or into the 

channels of 


Retreating from its previous position, the Supreme Court in NLRB v. 
Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp. (1937)endorsed the more expansive view of 
Congressional authority: 

When industries organize themselves on a national scale, making their relation 

to interstate commerce the dominant factor in their activities, how can it be 

maintained that their industrial labor relations constitute a forbidden field into 

which Congress may not enter when it is necessary to protect interstate com- 

merce from the paralyzing consequences of industrial war?66 


This not only validated federal protections for wage earners' rights to orga- 
nize, bargain collectively, and to strike, but also signified an important mile- 
stone in American political development. The expansion of the interstate 
commerce clause represented the end of the laissez-faire era in state-market 
relations and opened the way for limited federal regulation of the economy. -
However, this affirmed the right to strike only as a commercial right, rather 
than as a civil liberty or citizenship right, not subject to the same scrutiny 
that constitutional rights receive from the Court. Moreover, as a statutory 
right, the right to strike as affirmed by the' NLRA is subject to legislative 
abridgement and executive interference when it serves the interests of the 
state. As a commercial right, the right to strike is more akin to an entitle- 
ment than a full-fledged right. 

TheJones and Laughlin and West Coast Hotel v. Parrish (1937)decisions' 

also comprised the "switch in time that saved nine," and marked the shift in: 

the constitutional balance of power away from the judiciary and tow&: 

presidential go~ernment .~~ 
Prior to the Jones and Laughlin decision, an 

tivist Supreme Court had invalidated key New Deal legislation, indu 

Title I of the NIRA. Although Roosevelt's court-packing scheme had 

strong public and congressional opposition, it nonetheless succeede 

checking the Supreme Court's opposition to the expansion of federal po 

and presidential authority. The validation of the NLRA thus signified 

end of laissez-faire economic policies, the expansion of federal autho 
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er a broad interpretation of interstate commerce, and the rise of presi- 

NLRA fostered another modification in authority relations, namely, 
ansion of federal administrative capacities to regulate labor con- 
rior to passage of the NLRA, these administrative capacities re- . 

rudimentary except in times of emergency and war. The Depart- 
>L.<?.'.. .=.-. 

:.,.?+$:merit of Labor could only mediate labor disputes, and the NIRA labor .,...., 

.?.;..-':boards,,: + had no enforcement authority and were subject to meddling by 
. .?-.:.NRA. administrators and the president himself. Senator Wagner, who had 


served on the NLB in 1934, realized that protection of wage earners' rights 

to organize and engage in concerted activities demanded the establishment 

of an independent agency with statutory powers to promote unionization 

and protect workers' rights. The NLRB thus had the power to supervise 

elections, and investigate charges of unfair labor practices and other viola- 

tions of the act. rt 


The NLRA, however, failed to delegate adequate powers to  promote a 
robust right to strike, and political developments in the late 1930s and 
1940s further curtailed the NLRB's administrative capacities. The NLRA 
only granted remedial powers to the labor board; the NLRB has no powers 
of prevention, nor may it bring criminal charges against employers who 
commit unfair labor practices, nor may wage earners sue employers for vio- 
lating their rights under the NLRA. For example, the NLRA prohibits bar- 
gaining in bad faith and the wrongful discharge of workers for engaging in . 

lawful collective action, but the NLRB may only demand that employers en- 
gage in good faith bargaining, and reinstate fired workers with net back 
pay. Strikebreaking employers pay no fines or punitive awards. 

Furthermore, Senator Wagner and the existing labor board insisted upon 
the formation of an independent regulatory agency, outside the Department 
of Labor, which they regarded as the captive of rival AFL supporters. The 
existing labor board had close ties with CIO unions, and supported the new 
industrial union movement in the face of AFL resistance. Moreover, the ex- 
isting labor board had been an adjunct to the NRA, which undercut the 
labor board on several occasions. Independence, however, isolated the new 
NLRB and left it vulnerable to employer attacks. Until the Supreme Court 
validated the NLRA, the National Association of Manufacturers and the 
Liberty League openly encouraged defiance of the NLRB. Over one hun- 
dred court injunctions prohibited the NLRB from enforcing the Even 
after the Jones and Laughlin decision, employers continued to defy the 
NLRB. Some of the bloodiest strikes erupted in the late 1930s because em- 
ployers resisted their employees' rights to organize. Strikes against Ford, 
against the Little Steel companies, and against coal operators in Harlan 
County, Kentucky, revealed the limited enforcement powers of the early 
NLRBP9 
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Independence also left the new NLRB vulnerable to congressional at- 
tacks. As previously noted, the Dies Committee and Smith Committee in- 
vestigations of the NLRB led to the resignation of the chairman, the reduc- 
tion in the allocation for the NLRBYs Economic Research Division, and the 
redirection of the agency toward a more moderate agenda. Following the 
war, the 1947 Taft-Hartley Act instituted many of the restrictions Repre- 
sentative Smith had proposed in 1940, including the elimination of the Eco- 
nomic Division, the subordination of the NLRB to the federal courts, the bi- 
furcation of the agency leadership, and prohibitions on the NLRB engaging 
in mediation and conciliation. Isolated and vulnerable, the NLRB became 
less and less of a stalwart advocate for industrial unionism and collective 
bargaining. 

The legalization of the right to strike represented one of the most historic 
achievements of the modern liberal American state. No longer would the 
state treat most strikes as insurrections, conspiracies, or invasions of con- 
tract and property rights. The National Labor Relations Act ended the 
state's default policy of strikebreaking and laid the foundations for the rule 
of law in labor relations. However, by constructing the right to strike as a 
statutory, commercial right, the New Deal established this right upon a 
vulnerable legal base. Unlike civil liberties and civil rights, the rights of em- . 

ployees to engage in concerted activity have an insecure- and ambivalent 
constitutional foundation. 

This achievement confirms Michael Sandel's observation about the loss of 
the civic component in American political discourse concerning economic 
relationships: . . 

Economic policy attended more to the size and distribution of the national 

product and less to the conditions of self-government. Americans increasingly 

viewed economic arrangements as instruments of consumption, not as schools 

for citizenship. The formative ambition gave way to the more mundane hope 

of increasing and dispersing the fruits of prosperity ...From the standpoint of 

the republican tradition, the demise of the political economy of citizenship con- 

stituted a concession, a deflation of American ideals, a loss of liberty.70 


The modern liberal American state vouchsafed a limited freedom to strike -
in order to promote economic recovery, equal bargaining power, industria! 
peace, and the system of free collective bargaining. These are worthy goals, . 
but they represent a final relinquishing of the nineteenth-century republican 
goals of labor liberty, self-rule, civic virtue, and social justice. 


